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1  | INTRODUC TION

Divergence times derived from molecular data have become crit-
ical for elucidating earth's historical processes that have shaped 
the evolution of life on Earth (Hedges, Marin, Suleski, Paymer, & 
Kumar, 2015; Ho, 2014; O'Reilly, dos Reis, & Donoghue, 2015). 
Recent biological timescales of closely related taxa are generally 
built in the context of phylogeographic, phylodynamics and species 
delimitation studies (Esselstyn, Evans, Sedlock, Anwarali Khan, & 
Heaney, 2012; McCluskey & Postlethwait, 2015; Mello, Vilela, & 

Schrago, 2018; Wang, Shikano, Persat, & Merilä, 2015). Divergence 
times are usually estimated from molecular data with multiple in-
dividuals per species sampled. Consequently, both inter- and intra-
species divergences (nodes) are present in the same phylogenetic 
tree, such that both speciation and population processes are at 
play. Such data sets are becoming increasingly common (Edwards, 
Shultz, & Campbell-Staton, 2015; Lemmon & Lemmon, 2012; 
Manzanilla et al., 2018; McCormack, Hird, Zellmer, Carstens, & 
Brumfield, 2013; Melville et al., 2017; Merwe, McPherson, Siow, 
& Rossetto, 2014).
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Abstract
Simultaneous molecular dating of population and species divergences is essential in 
many biological investigations, including phylogeography, phylodynamics and species 
delimitation studies. In these investigations, multiple sequence alignments consist 
of both intra- and interspecies samples (mixed samples). As a result, the phyloge-
netic trees contain interspecies, interpopulation and within-population divergences. 
Bayesian relaxed clock methods are often employed in these analyses, but they as-
sume the same tree prior for both inter- and intraspecies branching processes and 
require specification of a clock model for branch rates (independent vs. autocorre-
lated rates models). We evaluated the impact of a single tree prior on Bayesian diver-
gence time estimates by analysing computer-simulated data sets. We also examined 
the effect of the assumption of independence of evolutionary rate variation among 
branches when the branch rates are autocorrelated. Bayesian approach with coales-
cent tree priors generally produced excellent molecular dates and highest posterior 
densities with high coverage probabilities. We also evaluated the performance of a 
non-Bayesian method, RelTime, which does not require the specification of a tree 
prior or a clock model. RelTime's performance was similar to that of the Bayesian ap-
proach, suggesting that it is also suitable to analyse data sets containing both popula-
tions and species variation when its computational efficiency is needed.
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To accurately infer divergence times in data sets with a mixture 
of micro- and macro-evolutionary events, a multispecies coalescent 
(MSC) approach would be highly appropriate because it explicitly ac-
counts for conflicts between gene genealogies and the species tree 
by modelling incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) across lineages (Degnan 
& Salter, 2005; Edwards & Beerli, 2000; Heled & Drummond, 2010; 
Maddison, 1997; Rannala & Yang, 2003; Takahata, 1989; Takahata & 
Nei, 1985; Yang & Rannala, 2014). However, MSC is not always ap-
plied because computational times required to estimate divergence 
times can be impractical for contemporary data sizes, even though 
some recent advances have been made to reduce the computational 
burden (Ogilvie, Bouckaert, & Drummond, 2017; Ogilvie, Heled, 
Xie, & Drummond, 2016; Rannala & Yang, 2017; Xu & Yang, 2016). 
Moreover, some implementations of MSC require an assumption of a 
strict molecular clock (Heled & Drummond, 2010; Xu & Yang, 2016; 
Yang, 2015).

Instead, researchers frequently use the standard Bayesian frame-
work that is not based on the MSC, like the one implemented in the 
BEAST software (Bouckaert et al., 2014; dos Reis & Yang, 2011). 
BEAST requires specification of priors, including models that de-
scribe the branching pattern (tree prior) and that assume the absence 
of autocorrelated branch rates (ABR). The commonly used tree pri-
ors in BEAST analyses are those that describe speciation processes, 
for example Yule (Yule, 1924) and birth and death (BD) (Feller, 1939; 
Kendall, 1948), and within-species population processes, for exam-
ple coalescent priors considering a constant population size or an 
exponential growth (Kuhner, Yamato, & Felsenstein, 1995, 1998). 
Yule and BD priors model macro-evolutionary events, so their use to 
describe intraspecies divergences would improperly assume these 
divergences to be like speciation events rather than due to intrapop-
ulation coalescence. On the other hand, the use of coalescent priors 
may bias time estimation of ancient interspecies divergences, like 
the tMRCA (time to the most recent common ancestor) of a whole 
genus or several extant species.

Therefore, it is critical to investigate whether the divergence 
times produced by Bayesian methods are robust to the selection of 
tree prior and to the application of a single tree prior for trees with 
mixed samples. Also, the relaxed clock models in recent implemen-
tations of BEAST (version 1.10.4; Suchard et al., 2018) and BEAST 
2 (Bouckaert et al., 2019) do not include autocorrelation of evolu-
tionary rates among branches (Kishino, Thorne, & Bruno, 2001; 
Thorne, Kishino, & Painter, 1998). However, although studies have 
found statistical support for independent branch rates across 
lineages (e.g. Drummond, Ho, Phillips, & Rambaut, 2006; Smith, 
Beaulieu, & Donoghue, 2010; Linder, Britton, & Sennblad, 2011; 
Jarvis et al., 2014; Barba-Montoya, Dos Reis, Schneider, Donoghue, 
& Yang, 2018), a recent study found that autocorrelated branch 
rates may be the norm in biological data (Tao, Tamura, Battistuzzi, 
& Kumar, 2019), so the impact of rate model misspecification when 
using BEAST must be evaluated.

Ritchie et al. (Ritchie, Lo, & Ho, 2017) have already conducted 
simulations and empirical analyses to evaluate the impact of tree 
priors on time estimates in BEAST and tested their performance 

under a stepping-stone sampling approach. Their study has con-
firmed that the choice of tree prior can substantially impact molec-
ular dates and highlighted the importance of testing their relative 
performance for data sets with a mix of both intra- and interspecies 
divergences. Although extensive simulations have been conducted, 
they considered data sets simulated under an independent branch 
rate (IBR) model and with an MSC branching model (Table S1) while 
evaluating the effect of using different numbers of intra- and inter-
species sequences on estimates of divergence times with distinct 
tree priors. We have built upon their efforts and examined the im-
pact of using a single tree prior on time estimates in BEAST under 
many other scenarios, such as an autocorrelated branch rate (ABR) 
model and the complete absence of ILS. Furthermore, we have eval-
uated the performance of a fast non-Bayesian method, RelTime, 
that relaxes the molecular clock throughout the tree (Battistuzzi, 
Tao, Jones, Tamura, & Kumar, 2018; Tamura et al., 2012; Tamura, 
Tao, & Kumar, 2018). Other fast non-Bayesian methods relax molec-
ular clocks for estimating divergence times (e.g. penalized likelihood 
methods) (Ho & Duchêne, 2014; Sanderson, 2002). However, we 
have chosen RelTime because other non-Bayesian methods require 
the assumption of rate variation (e.g. rate autocorrelation is assumed 
in penalized likelihood methods) and cannot calculate the uncer-
tainty of time estimates reliably, tending to produce overly narrow 
confidence intervals (Tao, Tamura, & Kumar, 2020; Tao, Tamura, 
Mello, & Kumar, 2019). RelTime has been reported to perform 
well for simulated and empirical data sets (Mello, Tao, Tamura, & 
Kumar, 2017; Tamura et al., 2012). It is often used to establish biolog-
ical timescales, mainly for phylogenomic data sets (Bond et al., 2014; 
Chung et al., 2015; De Vega et al., 2015; Duellman, Marion, & 
Hedges, 2016; Harkins, Schwartz, Cartwright, & Stone, 2016; Irisarri 
et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2016; Kuntner et al., 2019; Mahler, Ingram, 
Revell, & Losos, 2013; Mahony, Foley, Biju, & Teeling, 2017; Pacheco 
et al., 2018; Qiao et al., 2016; Shin et al., 2018; Teixeira et al., 2017; 
Zhou et al., 2014). So, it is necessary to evaluate RelTime's absolute 
and comparative performance for use in data sets containing both 
inter- and intraspecies sampling.

Overall, we have conducted many analyses and comparisons 
that reveal new properties of molecular dating with Bayesian and 
non-Bayesian approaches in addition to those reported in Ritchie 
et al. (2017) (Table S1). Ultimately, our analyses provide insights into 
many questions that are faced by practitioners in molecular dating 
studies.

2  | MATERIAL AND METHODS

We analysed simulated data sets to test the performance of a Bayesian 
approach (BEAST 2) (Drummond et al., 2006) and the RelTime 
method (MEGA X) (Kumar, Stecher, Li, Knyaz, & Tamura, 2018; 
Tamura et al., 2012). Simulations provide valuable means to test the 
reliability of inferred node ages because the actual time is known 
and the impact of many biologically realistic conditions can be ex-
plored, including the presence/absence of autocorrelation of branch 
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rates across the tree (ABR vs. IBR model) and the type of branching 
process (MSC vs. mixture model branching process).

The MSC branching process is fully dictated by a coalescent 
model, in which ILS is probable. The mixture branching process is 
a mixture model, where both coalescence and speciation processes 
are used to model ramification along the phylogenetic tree. In this 
case, a coalescent model is assumed for within-species divergences, 
while a speciation model is assumed for between-species diver-
gences. Therefore, all species are reciprocally monophyletic, and in-
complete lineage sorting is completely absent. This is more complex 
than a model fully dictated by an MSC branching process. Although it 
may seem biologically improbable, such type of phylogenies is often 
reported in the literature (e.g. Benítez-Benítez, Escudero, Rodríguez-
Sánchez, Martín-Bravo, & Jiménez-Mejías, 2018; Betkas et al., 2019; 
Lim & Lee, 2018; Stribna et al., 2019) and one of the reasons for get-
ting such phylogenies is small effective population sizes and/or high 
levels of purifying selection on the analysed locus. We will use the 
nomenclature ILS and no-ILS to refer to the MSC branching process 
and mixture branching process, respectively (Figure 1). Although the 
MSC model does not entail the presence of ILS, we think this is a 
more convenient way to label the simulations, facilitating the com-
munication of our findings.

2.1 | Computer-simulated data sets

We considered two distinct scenarios to simulate data sets with a 
mixed sampling of intra- and interspecies sequences. First, we as-
sumed the MSC branching model for the whole tree, hereafter 

referred to as ILS, which represents the baseline scenario for under-
standing sources of error. In this case, genealogies were simulated 
within species phylogeny under the MSC approach (e.g. Figure 1a-c). 
Second, we simulated a mixture branching model, hereafter referred 
to as no-ILS. Thus, all species are reciprocally monophyletic, and 
speciation times are concordant with the divergence of sequences 
(e.g. Figure 1d-f). The no-ILS scenario allowed us to assess the 
performance of methods under more complex evolutionary histo-
ries. Figure 2 summarizes the simulations conducted and analyses 
performed.

For ILS simulations, phylogenies of ten species with a root height 
of 10 million years (Ma) and a Yule process with λ = 0.11 (specia-
tion rate) were generated in the TreeSim R package (Stadler, 2011). 
The speciation rate adopted was based on the value estimated with 
the function yule from ape R package (Paradis & Schliep, 2019) 
for a mammalian timetree containing 5,364 species (Hedges 
et al., 2015). Then, single-gene genealogies were simulated in the 
Phybase R package (Liu & Yu, 2010) with a constant scaled popula-
tion parameter (theta) of 0.014 and ten individual samples per spe-
cies. Assumed generation time (g) was 20 years, and the effective 
population size (Ne) was 50,000. These values were based on the 
inferences made for one of the most documented lineages in terms 
of populational parameter estimates, the great apes (F.-C. Chen 
& Li, 2001; Hobolth, Dutheil, Hawks, Schierup, & Mailund, 2011; 
Schrago, 2014). An evolutionary rate of 3.5 × 10–9 substitutions/
site/year was used, which was based on the evolutionary rate es-
timated from first and second codon positions of mitochondrial 
coding genes from vertebrate lineages (Endicott & Ho, 2008; Eo & 
DeWoody, 2010).

F I G U R E  1   An example of the diversity 
of trees used in this study. Panels a-c, 
trees simulated with incomplete lineage 
sorting (ILS); d-e, trees simulated without 
lineage sorting (no-ILS). Panels a and d 
were simulated under a constant branch 
rate (CBR) model; b and e were simulated 
under an independent branch rate (IBR) 
model; and c and f were simulated under 
an autocorrelated branch rate (ABR) 
model.

(a) (b) (c)

(f)(e)(d)

No-ILS (CBR) No-ILS (ABR)No-ILS (IBR)

ILS (CBR) ILS (IBR) ILS (ABR)
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The no-ILS phylogenies were simulated with the same procedure 
and parameters used in ILS simulations (Yule process with ten spe-
cies, λ = 0.11 and root height = 10 Ma). Then, the ms function from 
the phyclust R package, which generates coalescent trees under 
a modified Hudson (2002) 's neutral model, was used to simulate 
coalescent trees under constant population size with ten samples 
(k = 10) (Chen, 2011; Hudson, 2002). As in the ILS simulations, 
g = 20 years and Ne = 50,000. Coalescent trees were then ‘pasted’ at 
each tip (species) of the phylogeny while keeping the expected phy-
logeny ultrametric because all the sequences were contemporane-
ous. This was done by removing the last portion of each tip species 
branch according to the coalescent tMRCA. An evolutionary rate of 
3.5 × 10–9 substitutions/site/year was again assumed. One hundred 
data sets were generated for both ILS and no-ILS analyses.

Furthermore, we simulated three different types of evolution-
ary rate variation among branches: constant branch rates (CBR, 
Figure 1a,d), independent branch rates (IBR, Figure 1b,e) and auto-
correlated branch rates (ABR, Figure 1c,f). In CBR, the evolutionary 
rate of 3.5 × 10–9 substitutions/site/year was applied to all branches 
of the phylogenies. In IBR, branch rates were allowed to randomly 
vary as much as 50% of the mean (Tamura et al., 2012). Branch rates 
were sampled from uniform density in the interval [(1 − x)r, (1 + x)r], 
where r is the mean evolutionary rate (3.5 × 10–9 substitutions/
site/year), and the x is the degree of rate variation (0.5 for 50% rate 
variation) (Fig. S1). In ABR, we used modified functions from the 
NELSI R package (Ho, Duchêne, & Duchêne, 2015) using 3.5 × 10–9 

substitutions/site/year as the initial rate and a ν parameter of 0.01 
(Kishino et al., 2001) (Fig. S1). Sequences were simulated in seq-gen 
(Rambaut & Grass, 1997) under HKY substitution model (Hasegawa, 
Kishino, & Yano, 1985) to generate alignments of 10,000 sites with 
equilibrium frequencies and transition/transversion ratios sampled 
from a range of values extracted from an empirical distribution 
(Rosenberg & Kumar, 2003). Thus, we simulated six scenarios: CBR-
ILS, IBR-ILS, ABR-ILS, CBR-no-ILS, IBR-no-ILS and ABR-no-ILS, each 
of which contains 100 simulated data sets. We opted to simulate 
one long alignment, instead of simulating and concatenating sev-
eral loci with distinct modes of evolution. It is because a long align-
ment allowed us to evaluate the best-case scenario for molecular 
dating methodologies, eliminating other sources of uncertainty due 
to short sequences, so that the actual performance of priors under 
distinct rate scenarios could be evaluated. This way, we can identify 
the shortcomings of dating methodologies and compare our results 
with previous work that did not use partitioning schemes (Ritchie 
et al., 2017).

Additionally, to evaluate the impact of the speed of the evolu-
tionary rate in the performance of dating methodologies, we also 
performed simulations under the no-ILS scenario with a faster rate 
of evolution, which was 1.0 × 10–8 substitutions/site/year. This was 
more than 2.5 times faster than the original rate used and agreed 
with the values reported in the literature for synonymous substi-
tution rates and the rate of fast-evolving genes of the mitochon-
drial DNA of several animal lineages (Endicott & Ho, 2008; Eo & 

F I G U R E  2   Simulations and analyses 
performed in the present work. Branch 
rates were simulated under constant 
rates (CBR), independent rates (IBR) and 
autocorrelated rates (ABR) with 100 
replicates each. Then, alignments were 
analysed under RelTime and BEAST 2 
methods. In BEAST, four distinct tree 
priors were used, namely the Yule, birth–
death, constant–coalescent and skyline–
coalescent models. This represented 
1,500 analyses for both no-ILS and ILS 
scenarios (see text for details), totalling 
3,000 analyses.
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DeWoody, 2010; Lynch, 2006; Mueller, 2006). Thus, for analyses 
with a faster rate, we simulated three scenarios: CRB, IBR and ABR, 
each of which contains 100 simulated data sets and evolved under 
the no-ILS model. All these 100 simulated data sets, under the three 
distinct rate scenarios, were analysed in RelTime. For BEAST, be-
cause of the limitation of the computational times imposed by the 
analyses, we evaluated ten data sets from each rate scenario under 
the same conditions used for the slower rate simulations (see below).

2.2 | Analysis of simulated data

Bayesian divergence times were estimated by using BEAST v2.4.7 
(Bouckaert et al., 2014), and RelTime estimates were obtained using 
MEGA X (Kumar et al., 2018; Tamura et al., 2012). Correct substitu-
tion model (HKY) and topologies were used in all the dating analyses 
to prevent confounding errors from phylogeny inference and substi-
tution model misspecification.

In BEAST 2, a strict clock was used for the data set simulated under 
CBR, while the uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock was adopted 
for the data set simulated under IBR and ABR. All analyses were run 
with the default clock rate and mean rate priors for the strict clock 
and the uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock, respectively. The root 
height was calibrated with a normal prior density with mean 1.0 and 
standard deviation of 0.05. This was done to exclude the effects of 
multiple calibrations and the interaction between them, which can 
impact the results considerably (Battistuzzi, Billing-Ross, Murillo, 
Filipski, & Kumar, 2015; Duchêne, Duchêne, Holmes, & Ho, 2015; dos 
Reis et al., 2018; dos Reis et al., 2015). Node ages were inferred based 
on the Yule (pure birth, BEAST-Yule) and birth–death (BEAST-BD) 
speciation processes in BEAST, both with default settings (Yule 
birthRate = uniform prior [0.0, ∞]; BDBirthRate = uniform prior [0.0, 
1,000.0] and BDDeathRate = uniform prior [0.0, 1.0]), in order to test 
the performance of distinct Bayesian tree priors. BEAST was also run 
with coalescent priors, namely the constant population size (BEAST-
Constant) and the skyline-coalescent (BEAST-Skyline) with default 
settings (PopSize = 1/X prior [−∞, ∞]; MarkovChainedPopSizes = Jef
freys, shape = 1.0) (Drummond, Rambaut, Shapiro, & Pybus, 2005). 
These coalescent tree priors were chosen to allow the comparison of 
our results with previous work (Ritchie et al., 2017). The same prior 
settings were used for analysing both slow and fast rate data sets. In 
all analyses, ESS (effective sample sizes) values were checked with the 
function effectiveSize from coda R package (Plummer, Best, Cowles, & 
Vines, 2006), after discarding the burn-in period. The Geweke con-
vergence diagnostic was computed in coda for the first 10% and the 
last 50% of all MCMC runs (after discarding the burn-in period) to test 
for the stationarity of every single chain (Geweke, 1992). The recov-
ered distribution of z-scores for individual parameters was generally 
centred around zero, with few values being outside two standard de-
viations above or below the mean (Figs. S2-S5). No significant discrep-
ancies were recovered in the profile of the z-score distributions across 
distinct simulation conditions. Because of computational constraints, 
two chains were only run for randomly selected replicates for each 

simulation scenario and tree prior, and the convergence was visually 
accessed in the Tracer program (Rambaut, Drummond, Xie, Baele, & 
Suchard, 2018). In all of these cases, the BEAST chains converged. 
Additionally, the univariate potential scale reduction factors (PSRF) 
(Gelman & Rubin, 1992) were computed in coda for each parameter 
of those randomly selected chains and respected the limit of 1.2 sug-
gested in Brooks and Gelman (1998) (with 0.4% of cases having scale 
reduction factors within the interval 1.2–1.25). Thus, the strategy used 
to monitor MCMC implies that differences found on the performance 
of distinct tree priors are not related to the mixing/stationarity of the 
MCMC chains.

In RelTime, one does not need to specify a tree prior, a clock 
model for evolutionary rates or a statistical distribution to describe 
the heterogeneity of branch rates (Tamura et al., 2012, 2018). 
RelTime computes relative times and lineage rates directly from 
the branch lengths that are inferred from the molecular sequences 
(Tamura et al., 2012, 2018), so branch length errors and variations 
in linegae rates are automatically incorporated in the calculation 
of confidence intervals (CIs) in RelTime (Tao, Tamura, Mello, et al., 
2019). Calibrations are also not a prerequisite to estimating diver-
gence times, so we did not use calibrations in RelTime analysis.

2.3 | Measurements

To compare the estimated and true times, we report two primary 
metrics. One is the normalized time difference (∆t), which was com-
puted for each node in every phylogeny analysed. ∆t is the differ-
ence between the estimated and the true divergence time divided by 
the true time. For no-ILS phylogenies, we report ∆t for within-pop-
ulation, coalescent (last coalescent within species) and interspecies 
comparisons to evaluate performance for these three distinct evolu-
tionary levels. However, such a distinction is not possible for ILS data 
sets. Therefore, we also conducted a linear regression between all 
the estimated and true times in a phylogeny. The slope of the linear 
regression through the origin is referred to as the time slope, which 
is reported alongside the standard R2 statistic. For BEAST analyses, 
we used the median value as the point estimate from the posterior 
distributions. The precision of time estimates was evaluated by the 
width of HPDs (highest posterior densities) and RelTime CIs (Tao, 
Tamura, Mello, et al., 2019) as well as by their coverage probabilities, 
that is the frequency in which the corresponding HPD/CI included 
the correct time. All simulated and estimated divergence times were 
normalized to the height of the ingroup node so that the ingroup 
height was one in all cases, and all the other divergences were pro-
portions of that. This node (the ingroup root height) was then ex-
cluded from all the accuracy and precision measures.

3  | RESULTS

We carried out a total of 2,400 BEAST analyses for 600 simulated 
data sets, as four different tree priors were applied for each data set. 
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The RelTime analysis was conducted only once for each data set, as 
RelTime does not require the specification of a tree prior. RelTime cal-
culations completed in less than 2 min for every data set, but BEAST 
analyses took orders of magnitude longer (e.g. Battistuzzi, Billing-Ross, 
Paliwal, & Kumar, 2011). Also, several BEAST's MCMC calculations 
did not reach acceptable ESS values (≥200) even with chain lengths 
that exceeded one hundred million generations and took ~ 12 hr to 
run on an Intel Core i7® iMac @ 4GHz machine. This problem was 

encountered frequently in BEAST-Yule analyses; they failed for 15% 
and 32% of no-ILS data sets for IBR and ABR models, respectively. 
For ILS data sets, 4%, 5% and 3% of ABR replicates in BEAST-Yule, 
BEAST-BD and BEAST-Skyline did not reach ESS values higher than 
200. We excluded these data sets from further consideration and pre-
sent the results based on the remaining data sets for BEAST analyses. 
Importantly, we focused the results mainly on the no-ILS simulations, 
as they represent the most complex scenario of the branching process.

F I G U R E  3   Boxplots of the differences between true and estimated times normalized by the true times (simulations under no-ILS). 
Constant branch rates in the top panels (a-c), independent branch rates on the middle panels (d-f) and correlated branch rates on the bottom 
panels (g-i). Left-hand panels a, d and g display normalized difference values for population intradivergences; centre panels b, e and h for 
species coalescent times; and right-hand panels c, f and i for interspecies divergences. The number inside parentheses indicate the number 
of outliers (in percentage), which are not displayed in the figure. The colours correspond to the distinct dating methodologies: RelTime in 
grey, BEAST birth–death tree prior in blue, BEAST constant-size coalescent tree prior in green and BEAST-skyline-coalescent tree prior in 
yellow. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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When methods were evaluated with a faster evolutionary rate 
(1.0 × 10–8 substitutions/site/year) under the no-ILS scenario, their 
performance improved. For RelTime and BEAST, the use of a fast 
rate led to a general increase in accuracy for all node levels (with-
in-pop, coalescent and interspecies). Importantly, results based on 
the simulations with a faster evolutionary rate were very similar to 
those obtained with a slower rate of evolution (3.5 × 10–9 substitu-
tions/site/year) (Figure S6-S8). Therefore, we will present here only 
the slow rate scenario.

3.1 | Performance for constant rate phylogenies

For no-ILS phylogenies, distributions of normalized difference be-
tween true and estimated time (∆t) for within-population diver-
gences were centred around zero for BEAST (Figure 3a). BEAST-BD 
and BEAST-Skyline performed the best, and BEAST-Constant 
showed a slight tendency to overestimate times (Figure 3a). BEAST-
Yule overestimated divergence times with a much higher median 
∆t than other tree priors (Figure 4a). In contrast, RelTime showed a 
tendency to underestimate within-population divergences (median 
∆t < 0; Figure 3a), because it assigns a time equal to 0 for nodes at 
which the tip sequences show a small amount of difference.

Unlike RelTime, BEAST tree priors assign non-zero times to all 
the branches (Marin & Hedges, 2018). In our simulations, all the ex-
pected divergence times were non-zero, so the difference between 
the small non-zero divergence times assigned by BEAST (repre-
sented by the posterior median) and the expected values was smaller 
than the difference between the zero times assigned by RelTime 
and the expected values. However, this strategy would result in an 
overestimation of times in BEAST if some of the sampled sequences 
were truly identical or the sequence divergence was very small. For 

example, ∆t for nodes < 0.1% of the root (ingroup) height was always 
larger than 0 for BEAST, but it was smaller for RelTime (Figure 5). 
Consistent with this pattern is the observation that RelTime pro-
duced fewer outlier ∆t values as compared to BEAST (numbers in 
parentheses in Figures 3a and 4a).

Patterns for coalescent time (tMRCA) estimates were similar to 
those for within-population divergences for BEAST and RelTime 
(Figures 3b and 4a), except that the median ∆t were closer to zero 
for BEAST-Constant, BEAST-Yule and RelTime (Figures 3b and 4a). 
RelTime performed better in estimating species tMRCAs than with-
in-population divergences because the effect of very short branches 
was much smaller. All methods performed well for interspecies com-
parisons, and ∆t values were generally close to zero (Figures 3c and 
4a).

Overall, the analyses of data simulated under a strict clock and 
without any ILS produced similar patterns among divergence lev-
els. Interestingly, such situations have not been analysed previ-
ously. So, with this baseline, we can begin to assess the impact of 
biological complexities on divergence time inference over differ-
ent time scales. For example, the presence of incomplete lineage 
sorting (ILS) is a possible major biological feature of the data uti-
lized in phylogeography and species delimitation studies. We ex-
amined whether adopting an MSC process (ILS simulations) would 
have any impact on node time estimates. For this comparison, we 
used time slopes because it was generally not possible to distin-
guish between within-population, coalescence and interspecies 
divergences in ILS simulations. The distributions of time slopes, 
derived from 100 simulated data sets in each case, are shown 
for RelTime (grey), BEAST-Yule (pink), BEAST-BD (blue), BEAST-
Constant (green) and BEAST-Skyline (yellow) (Figure 6). Generally, 
BEAST analyses under distinct tree priors and RelTime performed 
well, with time slopes showing a sharp peak close to 1 for no-ILS 

F I G U R E  4   Performance of the Yule prior for estimating divergence times in BEAST under the absence of lineage sorting (simulations 
under no-ILS). Normalized differences between actual and estimated times for intrapopulation divergences, species tMRCAs and 
interspecies divergences are shown. The number inside parentheses indicates outliers (in percentage) that are not displayed in the figure. 
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(Figure 6a) and ILS phylogenies (Figure 6d). Interestingly, the dis-
persion of time slopes for ILS phylogenies was smaller than that for 
the no-ILS phylogenies (Figure 6a and d), which is likely because 
no-ILS phylogenies contained a higher amount of short branches 
near the tips of the phylogeny as compared to the ILS phylogenies 
(e.g. Figure 1).

3.2 | Branch rates varying independently (IBR)

The presence of evolutionary rate variability across branches pro-
duced similar results to those observed for the strict clock for most 
of the methods (Figures 3 and 5). The main problem was observed in 
BEAST-Yule analysis, in which the overestimation of times became 
more acute (Figure 4b), and time slopes showed a clear departure 
away from 1 (red curves in Figure 6b,e). These results agree with 
Ritchie et al. (2017)'s study, which already reported poor perfor-
mance of BEAST-Yule for ILS phylogenies. Still, our analyses showed 
that this problem becomes even more acute for no-ILS phylogenies 
(Figure 6b, red curve). RelTime performed well for both no-ILS and 
ILS phylogenies simulated under the IBR model. For intrapopulation 

nodes, RelTime underestimated times slightly (Figure 3d), but its 
time slopes were closer to 1 (Figure 6b,e).

As expected, the variability of evolutionary rates caused a 
greater dispersion of times slopes for BEAST and RelTime for no-ILS 
data sets (Figure 6a vs. Figure 6b) and ILS data sets (Figure 6d vs. 
Figure 6e). However, the difference in dispersion for no-ILS and ILS 
data sets was rather small (Figure 6a vs. Figure 6d and Figure 6b vs. 
Figure 6e), which can be observed through a similar standard devia-
tion (SD) values of the distribution of slopes. Overall, we found that 
all methods performed similarly for no-ILS and ILS phylogenies. The 
exception was BEAST-Yule analyses, in which the mean of the distri-
bution of slopes was closer to one with SD values considerably lower 
in ILS simulations (SD = 0.124 for no-ILS data sets and SD = 0.074 
for ILS data sets) (Figure 6b vs. Figure 6e). Additional simulations 
with branch rates randomly varying as much as 100% of the mean 
also showed results similar to those noted above for Bayesian meth-
ods (Figure S9). Also, RelTime produced estimates similar to those 
reported above.

3.3 | Branch rate variation with autocorrelation 
(ABR)

In the analysis of CBR and IBR data sets, we were able to assume 
the correct evolutionary rate prior in the BEAST analyses. However, 
BEAST did not have a facility to select an autocorrelated clock 
model, so we examined how the use of the IBR model for ABR data 
sets impacts performance. There was not much difference between 
the time slopes for IBR and ABR models in no-ILS phylogenies, 
except for the BEAST-Yule analyses (Figure 6b vs. Figure 6c). This 
means that the violation of the clock model in BEAST when analys-
ing ABR data sets caused limited performance detriment. However, 
the dispersion of time slopes was markedly higher for data sets with 
ILS (Figure 6e vs. Figure 6f). RelTime produced a distribution of 
error that was slightly narrower when compared to BEAST under 
the BD and coalescent tree priors (Figure 6f). Interestingly, BEAST-
Yule's performance for ABR data sets with ILS turns out to be bet-
ter than other BEAST analyses (Figure 6f). This result differs from 
IBR analysis in our simulation and from the previous work of Ritchie 
et al. (2017), which evaluated BEAST-Yule's performance exclusively 
under the IBR model.

3.4 | Precision and coverage probabilities of 
divergence time estimation

To evaluate the impact of using a mixed sample of population and 
species sequences on the precision of divergence time estima-
tion, we examined the highest posterior density intervals (HPDs) 
produced by Bayesian analyses and the confidence intervals (CIs) 
produced by RelTime. The width of HPDs of time estimates for 
the analyses of data simulated under CBR was very similar among 
the different tree prior analyses in BEAST (Figure 7a). Generally, 

F I G U R E  5   Boxplots of the differences between actual and 
estimated times normalized by the true times for nodes < 0.1% 
of the root (ingroup) height in simulations under CBR and no-ILS 
(100 replicates). The number inside parentheses shows outliers (in 
percentage) not displayed. RelTime is displayed in grey, while Yule 
tree prior is displayed in pink, birth–death in blue, constant-size 
coalescent in green and skyline-coalescent in yellow. [Colour figure 
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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adopting a Yule tree prior led to narrower HPDs, while the skyline 
tree prior produced wider HPDs. RelTime produced wider CIs than 
BEAST under the CBR, regardless of the tree prior adopted.

Coverage probabilities were similar for RelTime and BEAST anal-
yses (>94%). Under IBR (Figure 7b) and ABR (Figure 7c), Yule tree 
prior produced the wider HPDs among all BEAST analyses, while 
presenting the lowest coverage probability. The coverage probabil-
ities of the Yule tree prior were 62.2% under the IBR scenario and 
71.8% under the ABR scenario. In comparison, coverage probabili-
ties were higher than 90% for all other tree priors and rate scenarios.

For RelTime analyses of IBR data sets, the CI widths presented 
the same pattern as observed for the CBR simulations. In this 
case, RelTime CIs were much wider than BEAST HPDs overall. 
RelTime coverage probability was close to 90%, while BEAST-BD, 
BEAST-Constant and BEAST-Skyline coverage probabilities were 
around 96%. For the ABR data, RelTime CI widths were wider than 
BEAST-BD, BEAST-Constant and BEAST-Skyline HPD widths, but 
narrower than BEAST-Yule. Importantly, coverage probabilities were 
lower for both RelTime and BEAST analyses under the ABR scenario. 

BEAST-BD, BEAST-Constant and BEAST-Skyline analyses showed 
coverage probabilities around 91%, while RelTime coverage prob-
ability was ~88%.

For data sets in which branch rates varied randomly as much as 
100% of the mean, HPD intervals from BEAST were narrower than 
RelTime CIs (Figure S10; see also Figure 6b). This was mainly due to 
the larger effect that very short branches have on RelTime than in 
BEAST. RelTime CI widths were much smaller when they were cal-
culated, excluding very shallow nodes, while their effect was minor 
in BEAST (Figure S10).

4  | DISCUSSION

Bayesian methods are frequently used to estimate sequence diver-
gence times for data sets containing a mixed sampling of species and 
populations. However, there has been a paucity of computer simula-
tion studies assessing their accuracy, apart from Ritchie et al.'s (2017) 
study. Therefore, we have conducted simulations under a variety 

F I G U R E  6   Histogram of slopes of the linear regressions between true times and inferred times at RelTime (grey) and BEAST under 
distinct tree priors: Yule (pink/red), birth–death (blue), constant-size coalescent (green) and skyline-coalescent (yellow) (for 100 simulations). 
Mean and standard deviation (in parentheses) values are displayed inside each panel coloured according to the method. Top panels (a-c) 
display results under the absence of lineage sorting (no-ILS), while bottom panels (d-f) under the presence of incomplete lineage sorting (ILS). 
Constant branch rates on the left (a and d), independent branch rates on the centre (b and e) and correlated branch rates on the right (c and f). 
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of scenarios to explore the accuracy of Bayesian time estimates in 
mixed sample phylogenies with the presence of ILS, the violation of 
a strict molecular clock and the misspecification of the branch rate 
model (Table S1). We assessed the impact of tree priors on diver-
gence time estimation in BEAST and showed that BEAST performs 
well for this kind of data set. Moreover, we evaluated the perfor-
mance of RelTime, a non-Bayesian approach, on mixed sampled data. 
We found that RelTime is a reliable and computationally efficient 
method for estimating divergence times in phylogeographic, phylo-
dynamics and species delimitation studies. In these evaluations, we 
chose not to study the impact of calibrations on time estimation as 
other molecular dating studies have done before to avoid confound-
ing the impact of calibrations with that of rate models and other pri-
ors (Duchêne, Lanfear, & Ho, 2014; Warnock, Parham, Joyce, Lyson, 
& Donoghue, 2015; Warnock, Yang, & Donoghue, 2017).

We found that the choice of tree priors had little impact on 
BEAST results for data sets under CBR evolution because the con-
founding effect of times and rates is less problematic than the case 
in which rates vary among branches. For ABR and IBR phylogenies, 
BEAST performed well when the birth–death, constant–coales-
cent and skyline-coalescent priors were used. The performance 
of BEAST-Yule varied greatly depending on the presence/absence 
of rate variation, ILS and rate autocorrelation. Setting the perfor-
mance of BEAST-Yule aside, one can conclude that the presence of 
rate variation introduced ≥ 3x more uncertainty in time estimation 
(for instance, the SD in slopes' distribution was ~0.019 and ~0.103 
for ILS data sets under CBR and ABR, respectively). The difference 
was the highest for ILS data sets with the ABR model. Interestingly, 
our simulation results suggest that the accuracy of dating with data 

sets containing a mix of inter- and intraspecies sampling may not be 
strongly impacted by the actual shape of the phylogenetic trees, as 
ILS and no-ILS phylogenies resulted in the similar performance of 
the dating methods.

For BEAST-Yule, the performance was significantly improved 
when ILS data were analysed, mainly for ABR simulations. This im-
provement is likely because of a trade-off between the fact that 
no-ILS phylogenies contain many more closely related sequences 
for which divergence dates are harder to estimate. The number of 
short branches close to the tips of the phylogeny is much higher in 
no-ILS than in ILS phylogenies (see Figure 1). This pattern leads to 
a stronger violation of the Yule process than in the case where ILS 
was allowed to occur, but it does not appear to impact dating with 
BD and coalescent priors. This difference is likely because the Yule 
prior has less flexibility when compared to the other ones, as it con-
siders all divergences to be speciation events and does not model 
extinction. This result is in agreement with Ritchie et al. (2017) that 
has also shown that the Yule tree prior's performance was very sen-
sitive across a range of sampling scenarios (varying the number of 
species and alleles sampled per species), in contrast to BEAST-BD 
and coalescent tree priors for which results were consistent across 
distinct sampling schemes.

Our analyses confirmed conclusions reached by Ritchie 
et al. (2017) about the poor performance of BEAST-Yule analyses 
as compared to BEAST-BD and BEAST- Skyline. Besides this, our 
analysis of no-ILS phylogenies with the IBR model extends this con-
clusion, as we have found BEAST-Yule to perform even worse for 
no-ILS data sets as compared to ILS data sets. The BEAST-Skyline 
had a better performance in Ritchie et al. (2017) simulations across 

F I G U R E  7   Boxplots of the CI widths normalized by the estimated node ages in simulations under CBR (a), IBR (b) and ABR (c) scenarios 
with no-ILS (average of 100 replicates). The percentages above the boxplots show coverage probabilities. RelTime is displayed in grey, while 
Yule tree prior is displayed in pink, birth–death in blue, constant-size coalescent in green and skyline-coalescent in yellow [Colour figure can 
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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distinct sequence sampling schemes. We have also extended their 
findings by showing that the BEAST-Skyline approach appears to 
perform the best across all rate and lineage sorting models. It is 
likely because the skyline approach (Drummond et al., 2005) does 
not assume a constant population size and can accommodate in-
creased diversification in recent times. Interestingly, preliminary 
analyses for IBR and ABR simulations showed that the adoption of 
an MSC model to estimate divergence times in StarBEAST 2 pre-
sented results very similar to the recovered using BEAST 2 with 
BD and coalescent tree priors (Figure S11). Therefore, BEAST 2 
may be as effective as StarBEAST 2 to infer timetrees for data sets 
with mixed sampling and few loci, as long as the Yule tree prior is 
avoided.

As for the precision of time estimates, the birth–death, con-
stant–coalescent and skyline-coalescent tree priors had an out-
standing performance in all rate scenarios, with high coverage 
probabilities. However, uncertainty levels were higher for BEAST-
Yule analyses than for the aforementioned tree priors under IBR 
and ABR scenarios. Additionally, the adoption of a Yule tree prior 
also dropped coverage probability to low values under these rate 
scenarios. This makes the hypotheses testing in phylogeography 
and phylodynamics studies difficult when using the Yule tree prior 
because these studies generally employ data sets with a mix of 
intra- and interspecies sampling. Our finding is in agreement with 
Ritchie et al.'s (2017) findings, suggesting that the Yule tree prior 
is a poor choice to estimate timetrees for data sets with mixed 
sampling.

RelTime also performed well in inferring timetrees for data sets 
with mixed sampling. The performance was comparable to BEAST 
when birth–death, constant–coalescent and skyline tree priors were 
used. We found that RelTime's performance was least affected by 
different simulated scenarios. It is likely because RelTime does not 
require a priori specification of tree priors or rate models and di-
rectly estimates relative lineage rates and times from branch lengths 
(in units of substitutions per site).

Importantly, RelTime performed well in estimating divergences 
when the branch rates were autocorrelated. Tao, Tamura, Battistuzzi, 
et al. (2019) have shown that the autocorrelation of rates is common 
in molecular phylogenies, so RelTime will be suitable for empirical 
analysis of large data sets with a mix of inter- and intraspecies di-
vergences. RelTime also performed well for ILS phylogenies, which 
is essential because ILS is widespread for data sets with mixed sam-
pling (Jennings & Edwards, 2005; Wang et al., 2018).

In RelTime, the relative rate between sister lineages is the ratio 
of the evolutionary depths of the two lineages, and a relative rate 
framework is used without any need for model selection. It was al-
ready shown that this implementation generates a reasonable de-
scription of molecular rate evolution with minimal computational 
demands (Tamura et al., 2018; Tao, Tamura, Mello, et al., 2019). This 
approach is in contrast to Bayesian methods that require the speci-
fication of a branch rate model. Therefore, the varying modes of the 
rate of evolution simulated, as well as the presence/absence of ILS, 

do impact RelTime performance as much as they impacted BEAST 
under some tree priors.

We found a fundamental difference between RelTime and 
Bayesian in their time estimates for nodes near the tips for which 
sequences are identical or have very few changes (i.e. branch lengths 
and node heights are close to zero). RelTime will produce a time es-
timate of zero (or close to zero), which was generally an underes-
timate in our simulations. Bayesian approaches will often produce 
a non-zero estimate in these cases based on the tree prior chosen. 
Therefore, the estimates and confidence intervals for very shallow 
molecular dates will differ between the two methods.

Although RelTime CIs were generally wider than BEAST HPDs 
produced by birth–death, constant–coalescent and skyline–coales-
cent tree priors, both types of approaches produced excellent cov-
erage probabilities for the ABR scenario. This reinforces the utility 
of the method to estimate molecular dates for data sets with mixed 
sampling, since the autocorrelation of rates may be widespread in 
such data. Additionally, RelTime generated time estimates orders of 
magnitude faster than BEAST. We suggest its usefulness for data 
sets that have a mixture of intra- and interspecies sampling (often 
found in phylogeographic, phylodynamics and species delimitation 
studies) without assuming a priori any model for the branching pro-
cess on the tree or the branch rate variation.

In conclusion, our simulations covered a wide range of modes 
of evolution that considered distinct scenarios of rate evolution 
(CBR, IBR and ABR) and presence/absence of ILS, many of which 
were never carried out before for data sets with a mixed sampling 
of intra- and interspecies sequences. Therefore, our study provides 
important insights into the impact of tree priors on divergence time 
estimation in BEAST. Evaluation of RelTime's performance on mixed 
sampling data also showed that RelTime could be used as a reliable 
and computationally efficient alternative for estimating divergence 
times in phylogeographic, phylodynamics and species delimitation 
studies.
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